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Abstract: In the present paper a model for Robot Arm simulation is proposed. This 
model was developed using a new graphically programmable discreet event 
simulation system. This system was written in LabVIEW language and 
consists of several basic elements. Using these elements it is possible to 
construct new elements such as, for example, robot arm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Choosing a modeling approach instead of conducting real experiments 
does not automatically mean a choice for simulation on the contrary. When 
one is able to build a mathematical model, then this must be given 
preference. It is possible to realize only if the relationships that compose the 
model are simple enough. It may use mathematical methods (such as 
algebra, calculus, or probability theory) to obtain exact information on 
questions of interests; this is called analytic solution. 

Most of real world systems are too complex to allow realistic models to 
be evaluated analytically [7]. So these models must be studied by simulation. 

In simulation, one uses computers to evaluate the model performance 
numerically, and data are gathered in order to estimate the desired behavior 
of the model. 

Reasons for choosing to work with models rather than experimenting 
are usually based on cost aspects. Other reasons also come to mind, for 
example safety or the timespan of an experiment. Simulation should be used 
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in those cases also when an experiment in reality is impossible or 
undesirable to perform. 

Numerous discreet event simulation systems are existing in the world. 
These have advantages and disadvantages. In our frame system we tried to 
reduce the disadvantages of simulation environment. 

1) The advantage of the present simulation system is a very high level of 
man-computer interactivity. Programming with graphical picture assigned 
icons and studying the result with the best suitable diagram type here is basic 
request. This programming style gives possibility to test very complex model 
situations that in text oriented programming is very hard or complicate. 

2) The most of existing discrete event simulation systems use their own 
programming language for constructing models. It is increasing the time of 
study period but later on drastically reduce the development time of new 
models. 

3) Finally, the main aim of this development was to construct a 
"relatively cheap" discrete event simulation system, for education purposes. 

The Robot Arm model proposed in the present paper is connected with 
PUMA 560 robot. Detailed information about this robot (among other 
publications) may be found in J.Somlo, B.Lantos, P.T.Cat [2]. Real-time 
realization of robot control laws is possible using the OSA (Open System 
Architecture) robot control described in [5]. But all the mentioned may be 
used for other robots, too. 

2. Description of the system 

Let us formulate the task as follows. Develop the model of the PUMA 
560 robot arm, which service three production lines. The robot takes a work 
piece from the Buffer on input and load machine tool on the output. The time 
for empty and charge motions is different and programmable. 

Let us to describe a modeling environment of the Robot Arm model. A 
simple graphical interpretation is given on Fig.l. The model of the 
production system contains a number of model objects. Inputs of the 
production system are Source objects and outputs are Sink objects. Any 
number of objects can be between Source and Buffer as well as between 
Machine and Sink objects. Let us to describe some of the objects which are 
used in the system. 

The Source object produces new entities with distribution functions 
given in interval. This subroutine is shown on Fig. 2. We can see the input 
parameters on left side of the picture and output parameters on the right side. 
Let us describe some of input and output parameters. 
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Model of Robot Arm 

Fig. 1. Production System. 

The "Container Object Name" and "Source Object Name" define given 
object relatively another elements of model. The "Source Object Name" is 
Name, which we give to this object and the "Container Object Name" is the 
so called, parent name. 

Contailer Object Name of ObjecU..ist 
SOLrce Object Name ce Ful Name 

Sol..rce Object lfllUt Parameters source Object output Parame .. . 
OUtput Charnel 

Fig. 2. Source object. 

For example, if a factory has several workshops and every workshop 
has several production lines the "Full Name" of an element will be " 
'Container Object Name' & 'Source Object Name"'. The "Index of 
ObjectList" is an identification number of this object in a list of objects, 
which are used in the system. The "Output Channel" is output that entities 
go out through. The "Source Object Output Parameters" is output, which 
provides the user of the model with full information about processes inside 
subroutine. The "Source Object Input Parameters" are tuning up in work of 
the object. It is possible to program interval time between appearances of 
entities, the first creation time, etc. 

The work of the Sink object is opposite to the work of the Source 
object. This element takes out entities from the system. This object is shown 
on Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Sink object. 

The functions of the "Container Object Name", "Sink Object Name", 
"Index of ObjectList", "Full Name" and "Sink Object Output Parameters" 
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are similar to functions with same name in Source object. These inputs and 
outputs have the same functionality in every object. 

The "Input Channel" is the entry point of this object where the entities 
are going in. The "Sink Object Input Parameters" are used for switch on/off 
this object in simulation. 

The Buffer object collects entities as if a real buffer in production 
system collects work pieces. It is possible to program a Buffer "Capacity" as 
property of the "Buffer Object Input Parameters". The Buffer object is 
shown on Fig. 4. 

Container Object ol Objectl ist 
Buffer Object Name fer· FIJI Name 

Buffer Object Input Parameters Buffer Object Outpul Parame ... 
Input Channel Output Chamel 

Fig. 4. Buffer object. 

The Machine object is shown on Fig. 5. The main task of this object 
is to delay the motion of entity with calculated processing time. The 
calculation is performed by using stochastic distributions described above. 
The kind and parameters of distribution are input values of this object. The 
object calculates the next time of launching as an output parameter. More 
about probability distribution method are given bellow. 

Container Ob ject Name Index of Objectlist 
Machine Ob ject Name Full Name 

Machine Object Input Parame.. . Machine Object Output Par am . . 
Input Channel Outout Channel 

Machine Object. vi 

Fig. 5. Machine object. 

In simulation, we use probability distribution functions to describe the 
stochastic character of system elements. Examples of stochastic quantities 
are: arrival of work piece in a system, length of the processes, breakdown 
behavior of a machine etc .. 

There are two kinds of distributions existing: empirical and theoretical. 
If it is possible we use theoretical distributions. That is because there are 
usually not available historic data, and the theoretical distribution gives 
better results and easier to use. In this frame system five types of distribution 
functions were used: constant, exponential, normal, triangle and uniform 
distribution. 

The program of object calculates processing time or time of appearing 
new entity accordingly with one of the probability distributions used in the 
system. The advancing of the time of the process is not a trivial question in 
modeling (discrete event simulation). 
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Discrete simulator programs are using the "time slicing" or the "next 
event" technique for advancing the simulation clock. 

Time slicing means that time passes in constant steps with other words 
this is a sampled time system. At each point of time, it is checked whether an 
event was overtaken or not. If the event was overtaken the system state is 
recalculated. A disadvantage of this method is that it is often slow; because it 
is evaluating every time step for the full system whether the system change 
or not. The next event technique does not have this disadvantage. The clock 
jumps from event to event. 

Let us to explain advantages and disadvantages of these methods in an 
example [see 4]. The next event technique makes use of the fact that, in 
discrete processes, the state of the system changes erratically. If a product is 
processed at time 10 seconds, and the process takes 7.3 seconds, then we 
know the process will be finished at time 17.3 seconds. The next event 
simulator will determine at time 10 seconds (of simulation time) that the 
next event will take place at time 17.3 and (assuming that no events occur 
before that time) the clock will then jump from 10 to 17.3. 

With the time slicing technique, time will pass according to fixed 
intervals and the simulation algorithm will continually ask: process ready? 

For example: 

t=ll: Process is ready? Answer: No. 

t=12: Process is ready? Answer: No. 

t=17: Process is ready? Answer: No. 

t=18: Process is ready? Answer: Yes. 

One can see that this method requests more calculation, and we can also 
see the size of the time steps determines the accuracy of the simulation. If 
one wants to simulate the processing time more accurately, than he should 
have taken steps of 0.1 seconds: i.e. even more calculation covers the period 
of 7.3 seconds. The advantage of the time slicing technique is the easier 
program organization. 

In our frame system (simulator) the "next event" technique was used. 

3. Robot Arm model 

A new object for solving the given task was developed. This new object 
is the Robot Arm. It does not exist as a basic object, so we developed one 
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with given conditions. The Robot Arm (in future RA) model can open/close 
individually all its inputs/outputs. Having an input and an output strategy RA 
can get objects from the chosen input channel and is able to send it to a 
selected output channel. This task could not be solved by using the existing 
basic objects. So, we had to build their network and develop some new 
elements. This Robot Arm object can be used like another basic objects as 
base for constructing new objects. This program is shown on Fig. 6 . 

Two inputs "Status of Next Line" (machine states connected to Robot 
Arm output) and "Contents of Previous Line" (content of Buffers connected 
to Robot Arm input) are used for choosing of input and output indexes. 

Fig. 6. Robot object. 

The structure shown on Fig. 7 was used in Robot Arm object. This 
model contains a Join, a Selector and two Machine subroutines. Short 
descriptions of these objects is given bellow. 

Robot Arm 

Fig. 7. Model of the robot. 

The Machine1 calculate time for moving without work piece and the 
Machine2 for moving with work piece in a gripper. These calculations 
fulfilled by using stochastic distribution methods. 

Let us describe the main objects of the model. The aim of Join is 
choosing from entities of inputs according with control policy described 
below. Join as all another basic objects is subprogram with input and output 
parameters (see Fig. 8). 
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Container Object Name 
Join Object Name 

Joint Object Input Parameters 
lnout Chamels 

Index of Objectlist 
Full Name 

Object Output Parameters 
-·vu'LUUL Chamel 

Join Objed.vi 

Fig. 8. Join object. 
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One can see the input parameters on the left side of the picture and 
output parameters on the right side of it. It is possible to switch off /on this 
subroutine from simulation. 

Let us describe some of the input and output parameters. The main 
parameter is the "Input Channels". The entities go into Join object through 
this input. Every entity brings information about its number in object list and 
about its current channel. The "Output Channel" contains the entity from 
selected input channel. The input parameters of Join are "Capacity" (number 
of entities inside the Join object), the "Number of Input Channels" 
(dimension of input array) and the "Index oflnput Channel". The Join object 
output parameters indicate the content, work and stage of this object during a 
simulation. Every object has its individual name. It gives us the possibility to 
use the same subroutine many times in the simulation model. The "Container 
Object Name" is a so-called parent name of object. The "Full Name" 
includes name of container and name of object. The "Index of Object List" is 
the identification number of object in list of objects used in the system. The 
work of Selector object is opposite to work of Joint. Selector takes the 
input and inserts it in output array accordingly with output control policy 
described bellow. Selector subroutine is shown on Fig. 9 . 

Container Object Name Index of Objectlist 
Selector Object Name Full Name 

Selector Object Input Par am.. . Selector Object Output Para ... 
Inout Channel Outout Channels 

Selector Object. vi 

Fig. 9. Selector subroutine. 

The input and output parameters are similar to a Join's parameters but it 
has an array of channels on exit and single channel on the input. 

By using of these objects we started to develop the Robot Arm object. 
Let us assume that the control policy for choosing of an input is based 

on Work from the Buffer with the Largest Queue. 
The largest queue policy work in the model is the next. Let T0=0. At 

time t=Tn let the robot choose that buffer to work which has the largest 
current level. If there is more than one buffer content which are not zero we 
find the maximum content buffer index. If there are more buffer with equal 
content we choose from sequence of "not empty buffers". After this process 
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the robot picks up the waiting entity and move it to an idle state machine 
tool. The choosing of machine tool fulfilled accordingly with one output 
choosing policy described bellow. This process is repeated before the 
production is stopped. 

The following matrix determines the output choosing policy: 

::: 
... a.j 

The matrix has dimension NxJ where N is a number of rows and J is 
number of columns. In our case N=J=3 and n corresponds to input and j 
corresponds to output. The robot chooses the output channel with non-zero 
element in the row. The output matrix, for example is hard determined as in 
a "ProductSelectingTable": 

The program gives possibility to fill up control matrix accordingly with 
one of the rules specified below: 
1. Specific channel: always send to channel}. 
2. By percentage: for example 90 % of products go to channel j, the 

remaining percentage go to channel}+ 1 (Bernoulli distribution). 
3. By entity name: if the entity name of the 1st object in the queue matches 

"EntityName" then send to channel} elsej+J. 
4. By "User Attribute" value (direct): the channel number is written 

directly on the label named "OutputName" of the 1st entity in the queue. 
5. By label value (conditional): if the value on the "User Attribute" of the 

1st entity in the queue is less than a given value then send to channel!, 
equal then channel2 else 3. 

6. Round robin: all output channels are used in rotation. If channel is 
closed, then wait till open. 

7. Largest queue: Send to the channel connected to the entity with the 
largest queue. 

8. By lookup table: Send to the channel specified in row 1 column 2 of 
global table named "ProductSelectingTable". 

Let us shortly describe one of the twelve output selecting methods 
enumerated above. Let the method that choose output would be based on 
Bernoulli distribution (5th in the list of the methods). The essence of the 
method is that the system send X percent of all entities which arrive on three 
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inputs of the robot to the first output Y percent to the second and 1 00-(X + Y) 
to third output. X and Y are programmable values. Graphical interpretation 
of this method is shown on Fig. 10. The program generates values from 1 to 
100 after arriving new entity to the robot's inputs. The probability of 
appearance every value from 0 to 100 is equivalent. 

Random Generator [0 ... 1001 ' 

J V lues J : 
20% SO% I 

0% 100"/c, 

Fig. 10. Bernoulli distribution. 

For example, let us send 20% of all entities to the output 1, 30% to the 
output 2 and leftover 50% to the output 3. It means that if generated value is 
less or equal 20 the model sends it to output 1, if one is more 20 and less or 
equal 50 the model sends it to output 2 and if generated value is more 50 the 
model sends it to output 3. 

This strategy can be easily realized on LabView program-ming 
language (see Fig. 11). 

Fig. 11. Realization of Output Choosing Strategy. 
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The system gives information about the results in the form of Gantt 
diagram. The Gantt diagram is a XY graph. Time is shown along X-axis and 
on Y-axis are placed the states of objects in the system. The Gantt diagram 
gives us real information about stage of object in every time slice. An 
example of Gantt diagram is given on Fig. 12. Usually, Gantt charts are used 
in the production management for visualization the solution of scheduling 
problems. 

The numbers along X-axis are time units and colored areas on the chart 
show periods when objects are busy. The program builds Gantt diagram for 
the simulated production period. The objects of system placed along Y -axis 
by the following way: 

Fig. 12. Example of Gantt chart. 

Nominations of Fig 12. can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1. Nomination of GANTT chat. 

Position on y 
axis 1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1 Name of Ob.iect 

between 0-1 Machinel (at the input ofRobotArm) 
between 1-2 Machine2 (at the input ofRobotArm) 
between 2-3 Machine3 (at the input ofRobotArm) 
between 3-4 RobotArm 
between 4-5 Machine4 (at the output ofRobotArm) 
between 5-6 MachineS (at the output ofRobotArm) 
between 6-7 Machine6 (at the output ofRobotArm) 

The Machine 1 and Machine4 belong to the production line number one. 
The Machine2 and MachineS belong to the production line number two and 
Machine3 and Machine6 are elements of the production line number three. 

The scheduling problem formulation and solution can be static and 
deterministic [see 6]. When the number of jobs and their ready times are 
known and fixed our system is static. When processing times and all other 
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parameters are known and fixed the system is deterministic. Our system can 
solve dynamic and stochastic scheduling problems. It means that jobs can 
arrive randomly over a period of time (dynamic) and the processing times, 
times of appearances of new entities etc. can be uncertain (stochastic). 

All these reasons can lead to situations when static and deterministic 
scheduling solutions which were produced by a manager are quite different 
from scheduling composed automatically by the program. 

4. Planed Future Developments 

The constructing of Robot Arm model is the first step of development. 
We are planning to develop all elements, which are needed for simulation 
production systems and flexible manufacturing systems. The model of 
transportation system and Robocar will be developed in the near future. 

S.SUMMARY 

In this article we introduced a new discrete event development system 
and its application in developing of new element named Robot Arm. We can 
use any number of objects as reference of the basic class objects. It is 
possible to develop new object by using the base objects or other 
(previously) developed objects. The first tests of the presented system have 
shown that the development system is working properly and development of 
a new object is not too hard. The system gives the possibility to build up 
Gantt diagrams and can be applied for verification of the solution of 
scheduling problems. 
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